Is The Bible a Hoax, a Book of Meaningless Riddles?
By CAB
WARNING: Anthony Patch - CERN Will Resurrect NIMROD and His Band of
Nephilim Demons
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LyVK0Vp0rNo&t=3721
God gave us a star sign and told us about it 2000 years ago in Revelation
12. It’s aligning right now, and will be perfectly complete by 9/23/17.
This sign, as the Bible warns, points the way to announce the beginning
of the Great Tribulation and the incarnation of Satan to Planet Earth.
I say we shouldn’t laugh this off. After all, God created the stars ‘to
declare the glory of God’ and for ‘signs and seasons’ per Genesis 1:16.
And the explanation for that star sign is all written down for us by John
in Revelation 12. It’s not a joke or a meaningless riddle and nobody
should take it as such. It’s a huge message to all of us from God, a star
sign given to us by God so we can wake up and know what is going on around
us when the entire world loses its mind and all Hell breaks out on Planet
Earth.
Some people, looking to make money and possibly even to lead people astray
as agents of the Dark Side—some such people are making a mockery of the
Star Sign by making wild, unbiblical claims of a pretrib rapture of the
believers to occur on that date or shortly thereafter. So if nobody gets
raptured, and if a big planet doesn’t crash into the earth on 9/23, then
that will prove the Bible is a joke. Just another hoax, another Internet
scare. Crazy Christians talking nonsense.
So I’m trying to warn people about opportunists who have no respect for
the scriptures, people who twist and wrest the scriptures around to make
them say what they want, reading things in that aren’t there and reading
things out that are there.
I am also urging people to take that Revelation 12 star sign seriously.
In fact, we all should have been paying attention a lot sooner, and filling
up the churches with revivals of people repenting and turning back to God.
But the time is still here to do that—the time to repent, to give God
the respect and attention He deserves. Forgetting God is not a good idea
in these days—and the time has come to turn our hearts to God in prayer
and repentance and prepare for 7 years of Hell on earth that is coming,
thanks to Satan. Thanks to Satan and Satan’s partners who are working
to destroy the earth and the people on the earth by building a real, literal

portal to Hell and to places in the universe where devils live and play.
Satan is a real creature, very powerful and deceptive and persuasive, and
who is in a contest with God to destroy the Earth and lead as many people
into Hell as possible. Evil is real. It exists.
David Meade is a spokesman for the Revelation 12 star sign who is claiming
that 9/23/17 will be Rapture Day for Christians (and if not 9/23 then he
says wait for early October and then we’ll all get raptured per Tim LaHaye
Left Behinder fiction books). The editor of Planet X News is promoting
David Meade’s articles and his books also.
But I want to recommend information on the Internet for people wanting
some useful information on the star sign. Anthony Patch has been
interviewed hundreds of times in radio interviews around the world (see
below) for the past few years on the subject of the star sign and the
activities of the CERN conspiracy to invite devils in to take over the
planet. Anthony Patch is an author, but I don’t think he’s making up
stories to sell books, but I know he’s also not inventing Bible doctrine
out of thin air or off fictional novels based on Disneyland. I’m finding
his input on this subject of what to expect as a result of the 9/23/17
star sign to be in line with the Bible. Anthony Patch has no happy
Disneyland fairy tales to sell, no happy-time lies some people might
prefer to believe. But for those looking for Truth, I recommend you go
listen to some of his interviews. The Tribulation is not a time to be happy,
so that message isn’t out there by any reputable person discussing this
issue.
Rapture from the Abyss: Patch agrees that there will be a rapture on
9/23/17 – but he says it will be another kind of rapture – rapture of
the demons and damned souls in the Abyss to escape their restraints placed
there by God, and allowed to come up to earth and walk around with us
topside. If all of this seems too far out there, I ask you to consider
again the fact that God didn’t put the star sign of Revelation 12 in our
Bible for no reason. Our Bible is not a book of meaningless riddles and
silly stories, and after 6000 years we are entering into the last 7 years
of ordinary mortal life on Planet Earth. Revelation tells us we are
entering into a time known as the Great Tribulation, and this is going
to be a crazy time. And it starts in two days-- 9/23/17 is the first day
of the Great Tribulation. The CERN monstrosity is stranger than fiction,
and more evil than any horror movie we’ve ever seen. But it’s real. It’s
worse than putting mercury in baby’s vaccines, and it’s worse than
chemtrails, and it’s worse than wars if we can imagine anything worse
than war.

Portal to Hell: To find out more about what’s coming in these next 7 years,
we can find Anthony Patch interviews and website online. I have not found
his information to conflict with the Bible. If you want fairy tales then
head on over to Planet X News. Otherwise, they say that truth is stranger
than fiction – so I guess this proves it because Anthony Patch has been
warning in hundreds of radio interviews that this monster machine known
as CERN, (owned by the Vatican and installed in Geneva, Switzerland), has
already built a portal to Hell and back, just like the Bible warns will
happen in the Last Days.. Patch seems to me to be one of those people that
God put in the right time at the right place to know the right stuff to
tell us, warn us. Just like God had Dr. Judy Wood here to tell us the truth
about 9/11. I just discovered Anthony Patch myself. Find his interviews
online and listen, and find out what the PTB have planned for this planet.
It marries right along with all the things we read in our Bible.
FW: (1) WARNING: Anthony Patch - CERN Will Resurrect NIMROD and His Band
of Nephilim Demons - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LyVK0Vp0rNo&t=3721 Right around 1,
Patch says they are now resurrecting Osiris by way of the CERN contraption.
Antichrist. They have his real head in a jar, well-preserved, stolen by
American soldiers when they invaded Iraq. This is too much. Listen in.
We all need to find out more about CERN. I didn’t know that the Vatican
owned it. It operates out of Sweden. Its purpose is to open a portal into
the Abyss (the bottomless pit of Hell) … and to create other portals as
well linking to fallen angels, ie with some of the planets (ie Saturn).
The people spending all these trillions believe that fallen angels live
on these places and the goal is to make a way for them to come to us and
for us to go to them. Why would they want to do that, you ask? Well, yeah.
That’s exactly my question too. I wonder why the pastors are not asking
that question.
http://www.wotrradio.com/…/the-real-angels-and-demons-of-ce…
Also, by way of DNA the people behind CERN (ie Vatican) is looking to run
everybody like a robot, literally. That means you and me. Patch has
information also on this Mark the Bible speaks of that without it one
cannot buy or sell. It’s more than just a tattoo. Much more.
I haven’t paid attention to CERN because the people who were talking about
it seemed to be just sensationalists. Now that 9/23 is upon us and there
are wacked out imposter Christians claiming rapture of Christians will

happen I began researching why this was happening. That’s how I found
Anthony Patch. If you want to hear what he has to say in this Haggman
interview – especially if you skip to 1 hour, it’s too much.
So yeah – looks like a rapture may be in the works, but not the kind of
rapture that David Meade is peddling on Planet X News. CAB
DisCERNment or Deception with Anthony Patch
Researcher, Author & Speaker, Anthony is best known for his extensive,
leading-edge and revelatory research focused upon the work being done in
Geneva Switzerland with the Large Hadron Collider, part of the CERN
organization. Specifically, as these experiments, and science itself,
relate to Bible prophecy.
Bildresultat för Anthony Patch
2 published books of science fiction: Covert Catastrophe (2013); 2048:
Diamonds In The Rough (2014); and, non-Fiction; Revising Reality: A
Biblical Look into the Cosmos (Volume 1) (2016). Over 400 hours of
interviews to date.
Research Fields (25 years) Physics (CERN), Biology, Chemistry, Computer
Science, Religion, Philosophy.
Attended U.C. Berkeley on full scholarship, swimming, Olympic-class.
3 years U.S. Army, Military Police (Nuclear Surety, Accident Investigator)
and Field Medic
27 years, Paramedic, Oakland, CA (retired 1998).
Anthony Patch is a retired Paramedic, working in Oakland, CA for 27 years
in the private sector emergency services. For over 25 years, he has been
researching in the fields of physics, cosmology, biology, computer
science and theology. Since the publication of his first two novels in
a trilogy, Covert Catastrophe and 2048: Diamonds in the Rough, he is now
a well-known author and speaker.
He is heard regularly on Caravan To Midnight, Hagmann and Hagmann, Truth
Frequency Radio, Face Like the Sun, End Times Matrix News, and Richard
Hoagland, as well as many others. With over 400 hours of interviews, he
is heard several times weekly around the world.

